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• Networking with the project Sekret and Cleansed Life at the event "The dredging of
ports: a challenge for the environment" on February 24, 2016 in Florence at the headquarters of the Tuscany Region
• Networking with the Sekret Life project (LIFE 12 ENV / IT / 000442) at the Life SEKRET
final seminar, Livorno (Italy), 28 September 2017
• Networking with the life project of GREENGRAPES (LIFE16 ENV / IT / 000566) at the
"Life Green Grapes Kick-Off Meeting" in Florence (Italy) at the School of Agriculture, 22
November 2017
WORKSHOP





ZELARI in collaboration with DISPAA and ISECNR, organized a HORTISED workshop on
June 27, 2016 at the Zelari company premises;
ISECNR organized a HORTISED workshop on 13-06-2017 at Villa Poschi, Pugnano - San
Giuliano Terme (Pisa);
UMH, CALIPLANT and DISPAA organized a HORTISED workshop on 26-09-2017 at the
School of Engineering of Orihuela (Miguel Hernandez University), Orihuela (Spain);
HORTISED final workshop on 20 February 2018 at DISPAA UNIFI in Florence.

DIissemination to the institutions and political responsible
Since the beginning of the project, all beneficiaries have had some contacts with various institutions and policy makers, in order to organize project meetings and specific dissemination
events. The following contacts were made with the institutions:
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Meeting with the Tuscany Region team to discuss the activities and objectives of the
project during the event "The dredging of ports: a challenge for the environment" on
February 24, 2016 in Florence at the headquarters of the Tuscany Region;

Meeting with the ISPRA team to discuss the activities and objectives of the project
during the ISPRA event, Rome (Italy) on 13 June 2016;

Councilor for water, agriculture and the environment of the Murcia region (Spain) Dª.
Adela Martínez-Cachá during the Fruit Atracttion fair, Madrid (05-10-2016);

D.G.de Producciones y Mercados Agroalimentarios de la Consejería de Agua,
Agriculture and the Environment of the Region of Murcia, D. Fulgencio Pérez, in Murcia
(09-11-2016);

Desarrollo Rural y Forestal de la Consejería de Agua, Agriculture and the Environment
of the Region of Murcia, D. Federico García (11-11-2016);

DISPAA Italian policy makers meet during the round table "Legality and protection of
the environment towards the circular economy: new business models and new
employment prospects", Florence (18-11-2016);

Councilor for the Environment of the Tuscany Region Dott.ssa Federica Fratoni, during
the Second Monitoring Meeting in Sesto Fiorentino, DISPAA (30-03-2017);

UMH met some authorities during the International Fruits 'Fruit Atraction' in Madrid (1810-2017): President of the Autonomous Community of Murcia, Consejero de
Agricultura, Director General of Innovation of the Consejería de Agricultura, and
Director General of the Instituto Promotion of the Royal of Murcia; President of the
Puerto de Cartagena
The manual on the innovative Hortised method for the use of decontaminated sediments in
the cultivation and propagation of food crops has been prepared and distributed.
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SedNet, Genova (Italy), 14-17 June 2017
Territorial Circular Bioeconomy, Bologna (Italy), 16 May 2017
Ph.D Day – Firenze (Italy), 24 May 2017
GreenWeek 2017 – Bruxelles (Belgium), 30-31 May 2017
IV International Symposium on Pomegranate and Minor Mediterranean Fruits, Elche
(Spain), 18-22 September 2017
Life Sekret Final Workshop, Livorno (Italy), 28 September 2017
Fruit Atraction - International Trade Show For the Fruit and Vegetable Industry, Madrid
(Spain), 18-20 October 2017
ARTICLES AND PRESS

Throughout the project period, project beneficiaries produced:










MH ha presentato il progetto in una tv locale spagnola di Murcia TV UMH (16/11/2015)
1 article on Murcia Economia (06-12-2016), "La murciana Caliplant triunfa en el uso de
sedimentos para cultivo agrícola";
CALIPLANT did an interview with the radio station 'Onda Regional Murcia'(febbraio
2017)
1 article on Arpat news (25-06-2017): "Sedimenti dragati bonificati usati per il vivaismo
e la frutticoltura;
1 article on www.freshplaza.it: "Hortised: sedimenti bonificati come substrati per una
produzione vivaistica e ortofrutticola sostenibile" (26-05-2017);
1 article on "La Nazione" (13-06-2017) related to the HORTISED workshop organized in
Pisa by ISE-CNR;
1 abstract 'Sedimento dragato marino corredato come substrato di coltivazione per le
attività agricole: primi risultati del progetto Hortised (LIFE14 ENV / IT / 000113)',
preparato da DISPAA (SedNet, Genova 14-17 giugno 2017);
CALIPLANT did an interview with the journalist Jose Antonio Arcos, who published it on his

blog: "El proyecto Hortised recovers the sedimentos de los puertos para l'agricultura" (20-062017);









3 articles su 'Sedimenti portuali di Aboutplants come substrato di
coltivazione' (10-07-2017), 'Bioeconomia e vivaismo orticolo: una prova sui semenzali di
lattuga' (21-07-2017), e 'Sedimenti portuali come substrato per la coltivazione di lattuga
'(19-09-2017), preparato da DISPAA;
1 article on Journal of Food and Nutrition Research, 2017, vol. 5, No. 8, 579-586;
ISE-CNR ha preparato 5 comunicazioni per diversi siti Web informativi;
2 articles (1 in english e 1 in italian) on Platinum - Numero speciale Ricerca e
innovazione, novembre 2017 (28-11-2017)
1 interview for Radio Toscana (21-11-2017) alla dott.ssa Grazia Masciandaro (ISE-CNR);
1 interview for Enel Radio (30-11-2017) al coordinatore del progetto Prof. Edgardo Giordani;
1 article on UNIIFI review "Da rifiuto a risorsa, coltivare su sedimenti portuali
bonificati" (18-12-2017).

The Life HORTISED project
The HORTISED project demonstrates the suitability of reclaimed
dredged sediments to be used as an alternative in the preparation
of cultivation substrates in nurseries and fruit-growing. The project
demonstrates the great potential of cultivation substrates
containing phytoremediate dredged sediments through their use
for the cultivation of strawberry, pomegranate and lettuce chosen
as model plants for the Mediterranean environment and
representative at company scale in Italy and Spain. The same
species, as a control, have also been cultivated on traditional
peat-based or similar growth substrates to allow the evaluation of
the performance of these innovative growing substrates.
The HORTISED project also highlights current legislative and
cultural grounds that hinder the use of innovative growth
substrates and has also produced guidelines for the safe and
sustainable use of sediments as ingredients for growing media in
nurseries and fruit growing.
Based on the previous experiences of the AGRIPORT and
CLEANSED projects in the HORTISED project, the decontaminated
AGRIPORT port sediments were treated for three months to
landfarming to homogenize them and obtain better
chemical-physical characteristics (structure, water retention
capacity, aeration and biological activity) for the cultivation of
pomegranate,
strawberries
and
lettuce.

NETWORKING
Throughout the project, all project beneficiaries were responsible for the following networking activities and presented the project in several national and networking events, as listed
below:

Contacts and networking activities with the CLEANSED, BIOREM, SEKRET, After-Cu and
EVERGREEN projects (LIFE projects 11-12-13). In particular:
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A —DRYING OF THE SEDIMENTS

Dissemination

B—THE BASIN CONTAINING THE SEDIMENTS
IN THE PHASE OF REMEDIATION

All the beneficiaries of the project made sure that the HORTISED project obtained the
maximum visibility at European level. Throughout the duration of the dissemination
project, various materials were produced and distributed at fairs, conferences, workshops, etc. A logo was designed together with brochures, gadgets and various other
objects that allowed a complete diffusion of the project's purpose and results. 29 articles were published in the newspapers, a project website and a Facebook page were
created and published online within the second month of the project. HORTISED has
been presented in several events, on a specific website, on bulletin boards, in gadgets
and brochures. In particular, the HORTISED diffusion has been performed throughout
the life of the project, specifying the type of innovative HORTISED technology and the
product. All the beneficiaries have been involved in the development and implementation of the following main dissemination activities since the beginning of the project
(01/10/2015) until today:







D — REMEDY SED
C— LANDFARMING

The main objective of this proposal is to apply the same technique
on food species, in particular in the propagation of plants (nursery)
and in plant production.
For the demonstration tests three model plants have been
adopted:
1. strawberry (a very flexible and early species that can easily be
grown in containers);
2. pomegranate (a species suitable for Mediterranean
environments very interesting as a source of fruits rich in active
compounds);
3. lettuce (a broad-leaved vegetable plant).
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14,000 brochures in English, Italian and Spanish for use in dissemination events
7 roll up in English, Italian and Spanish
14 posters
2,400 of new type of pendrive as HORTISED gadget
487 pens
202 notebooks

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES AND FAIRS
During the period of advancement HORTISED beneficiaries have disseminated the activities,
objectives and results of the project by participating in the following fairs:

REMTECH 2016 fair, Ferrara (Italy) 21-23 September 2016

XI Giornate Scientifiche SOI, Bolzano (Italy) 14-16 September 2016

ERANET event Calenzano (Italy) 16 May 2016

Event Bright Pisa, Area della Ricerca CNR, 30 September 2016

UNIFI LIFE event – Firenze 27 May 2016

Ecologia e biodiversità" CNR conference, Pallanza (Italy) 30 May 2016

“Miglioramento del suolo” congress, Piacenza (Italy) 19-20 May 2016

Conference "La piattaforma delle conoscenze", ISPRA event, Roma (Italy) 13 June 2016

"National workshop "Reconnet", Roma (Italy) 17-18 March 2016

Open day, Pistoia (Italy) 27 June 2016

IBERFLORA Gardening and Landscaping Fair, Valencia 28-30 September 2016

XXXIV Convegno Nazionale Società Italiana di Chimica Agraria - Ambiente e sostenibilità: il ruolo della chimica agraria dalla ricerca alla realtà produttiva, Perugia (Italy) 5-7 Ottobre 2016

IBERFLORA Gardening and Landscaping Fair, Valencia (Spain), 28-30 October 2016

Tavola rotonda ‘Legalità e tutela dell’ambiente verso l’economia circolare: nuovi modelli
di business e nuove prospettive di occupazione - Giornata della legalità 2016, Firenze
(Italy), 18 November 2017

Agroexpo International Fair, Don Benito - Badajoz (Spain), 25-28 January 2017

Viveralia International Fair, Alicante (Spain), 31 January – 2 February 2017

FUIT LOGISTICA 2017, Berlino (Germany), 8-10 February 2017

ICOBTE, Zurigo (Switzerland), 16-21 June 2017
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 International dimension: soil degradation is receiving
increasing attention in international agreements and cards. By
helping to create better soil knowledge and management, the
HORTISED project will help the EU to play a leading role at
international level, facilitating the transfer of know-how and
technical assistance while at the same time ensuring the
competitiveness of its economy;
 The action will also have EU added value contributing to the
protection of the health of European citizens who can be
altered in various ways by land degradation, for example due
to exposure to soil contaminants by direct ingestion (children
in playgrounds) or indirect intake (through contaminated food
or drinking water). Likewise, victims may occur in the event of
landslides.

Results and environmental benefits
The main result of the HORTISED project is the production of an
innovative technology and specific protocols for a more
sustainable agricultural production (fruit and lettuce) obtained
through the use of sediment-based substrates to replace the
current peat-based culture media or similar. The specific results are:
100% assessment of the suitability of sediments for the
cultivation and production of strawberries and lettuces in
containers and for propagation by cuttings and the production
of pomegranate fruit in containers

100% morphological, biochemical and sensorial characterization of strawberry, pomegranate and lettuce fruits, grown on
substrates containing treated sediments

100% evaluation of fruit and lettuce in relation to heavy metals
and other pollutants, even of organic origin

100% characterization of the growth, development and
rooting performance of pomegranate cuttings grown in
sapling preparation containers
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the improvement of 100% knowledge on treated sediments
and their influence on plant growth and fruit / plant quality

Long-term expected results
the promotion of the use of innovative means and specific
protocols in the normative and legislative issues related to the
production in horticultural areas

waste management: amount of reduction in the use of peat-based
substrate (and similar) and its replacement with treated sediments

reduction of CO2 emissions due to the substitution of peat-based
substrates from treated sediments

theoretical preliminary assessment of the suitability of treated
sediments to be converted into a marketable product
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The implementation of the HORTISED project will have a positive
impact on the "EU system" at different levels.
 Soil is interconnected with air and water in order to regulate
their quality: greater soil protection will encourage
sustainability and long-term competitiveness in Europe.
Furthermore, soil functions contribute enormously to areas
such as biodiversity and marine protection, coastal
management and climate change mitigation;
 Large differences between national soil protection regimes, in
particular soil contamination, sometimes impose very different
obligations on economic operators, thus creating an
unbalanced situation in their fixed costs. The promotion of
integrated and balanced regimes, together with a reversal of
trends in soil degradation, will promote private investment;
 Cross-border impact: the soil, although generally immovable, is
not completely such and therefore the prevention or
remediation of soil degradation in a Member State or in a
region can have cross-border consequences. The restoration of
soil organic matter in a single Member State will also help to
achieve the objectives of the EU Kyoto Protocol - for example groundwater in neighboring countries will be less polluted by
contaminated sites on the other side of the border. Acting at
the source will avoid damage and subsequent corrective
actions, otherwise the costs for restoring environmental quality
could be incurred by another Member State;
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